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* Statistics for Management: Concept, Measures Of Central Tendency and Statistics for Management: Concept, Measures Of Central Tendency and Statistics for Management: Concept, Measures Of Central Tendency and Statistics for Management: Concept, Measures Of Central Tendency and 

Dispersion, Probability Distribution Dispersion, Probability Distribution Dispersion, Probability Distribution Dispersion, Probability Distribution –    Binominal, Poison, Normal and ExponentialBinominal, Poison, Normal and ExponentialBinominal, Poison, Normal and ExponentialBinominal, Poison, Normal and Exponential    

* Data Collection & Questionnaire DesignData Collection & Questionnaire DesignData Collection & Questionnaire DesignData Collection & Questionnaire Design    

* Sampling Sampling Sampling Sampling –    Concept, Process and TechniquesConcept, Process and TechniquesConcept, Process and TechniquesConcept, Process and Techniques    

* Hypothesis Testing Hypothesis Testing Hypothesis Testing Hypothesis Testing –    Procedure; T, Z, F, ChiProcedure; T, Z, F, ChiProcedure; T, Z, F, ChiProcedure; T, Z, F, Chi----square testssquare testssquare testssquare tests    

* Correlation and Regression AnalysisCorrelation and Regression AnalysisCorrelation and Regression AnalysisCorrelation and Regression Analysis    

    

BusBusBusBusiness statistics is the science of good decisioniness statistics is the science of good decisioniness statistics is the science of good decisioniness statistics is the science of good decision----making in the fact of uncertaintymaking in the fact of uncertaintymaking in the fact of uncertaintymaking in the fact of uncertainty    

and isand isand isand is    used in many disciused in many disciused in many disciused in many disciplines such as financial analysisplines such as financial analysisplines such as financial analysisplines such as financial analysis, econometric, econometric, econometric, econometricssss, auditing. , auditing. , auditing. , auditing. 

ProductionProductionProductionProduction    and operations including services improvement and marketing and operations including services improvement and marketing and operations including services improvement and marketing and operations including services improvement and marketing researching researching researching researching     

Business Business Business Business statistics is an applied science where the principles of statistics are appliedstatistics is an applied science where the principles of statistics are appliedstatistics is an applied science where the principles of statistics are appliedstatistics is an applied science where the principles of statistics are applied    

and band band band business usiness usiness usiness itititit    is a methodology, is a methodology, is a methodology, is a methodology, i.e.i.e.i.e.i.e.    used to solve the problems that usually arise inused to solve the problems that usually arise inused to solve the problems that usually arise inused to solve the problems that usually arise in    

tttthe he he he firms. Itfirms. Itfirms. Itfirms. It    is science to make good decisions in the business. It is very importantis science to make good decisions in the business. It is very importantis science to make good decisions in the business. It is very importantis science to make good decisions in the business. It is very important    

agriculture,agriculture,agriculture,agriculture,    transportation and other types of businesstransportation and other types of businesstransportation and other types of businesstransportation and other types of business    

 

* It deals with It deals with It deals with It deals with uncertain situations by assisting the management in forecasting uncertain situations by assisting the management in forecasting uncertain situations by assisting the management in forecasting uncertain situations by assisting the management in forecasting 

general economic foundation, seasonal and other cyclical scenariogeneral economic foundation, seasonal and other cyclical scenariogeneral economic foundation, seasonal and other cyclical scenariogeneral economic foundation, seasonal and other cyclical scenarios.s.s.s.    

* It also It also It also It also supports in making sound desupports in making sound desupports in making sound desupports in making sound decisions by giving accurate cisions by giving accurate cisions by giving accurate cisions by giving accurate approximations approximations approximations approximations 

thethethethe    demand prices, costs, demand prices, costs, demand prices, costs, demand prices, costs, ssssales etc.ales etc.ales etc.ales etc.    

* Business statistics assists the top Business statistics assists the top Business statistics assists the top Business statistics assists the top level management in planning on the basis level management in planning on the basis level management in planning on the basis level management in planning on the basis 

ofofofof    and assumptions and predictions.and assumptions and predictions.and assumptions and predictions.and assumptions and predictions.    

* StatistStatistStatistStatistics for management compares various ics for management compares various ics for management compares various ics for management compares various business business business business units, sales teamunits, sales teamunits, sales teamunits, sales team, sales, sales, sales, sales    

productsproductsproductsproducts    and thus identifies which unit has been more productive and efficientand thus identifies which unit has been more productive and efficientand thus identifies which unit has been more productive and efficientand thus identifies which unit has been more productive and efficient....    

* It also helps in establishing and identifying the relation between diverse variable It also helps in establishing and identifying the relation between diverse variable It also helps in establishing and identifying the relation between diverse variable It also helps in establishing and identifying the relation between diverse variable 

such as what is the impact of counselling on the performance of thesuch as what is the impact of counselling on the performance of thesuch as what is the impact of counselling on the performance of thesuch as what is the impact of counselling on the performance of the    worker, worker, worker, worker, 

hence, various aspects can be quantified andhence, various aspects can be quantified andhence, various aspects can be quantified andhence, various aspects can be quantified and    measuredmeasuredmeasuredmeasured    with the help of with the help of with the help of with the help of 

statistics, statistics, statistics, statistics,     

* It validatIt validatIt validatIt validates the theoretical and es the theoretical and es the theoretical and es the theoretical and generalizedgeneralizedgeneralizedgeneralized    concepts that have been formulated concepts that have been formulated concepts that have been formulated concepts that have been formulated 

by the top level managers.by the top level managers.by the top level managers.by the top level managers.    
 

Thus, statistics deals with collection and presentation of data, its Thus, statistics deals with collection and presentation of data, its Thus, statistics deals with collection and presentation of data, its Thus, statistics deals with collection and presentation of data, its analysis,analysis,analysis,analysis,    and and and and 

communication of the results. Data are the raw facts and figures. They can be communication of the results. Data are the raw facts and figures. They can be communication of the results. Data are the raw facts and figures. They can be communication of the results. Data are the raw facts and figures. They can be 

arranged in various forms such as tables, charts, pie charts, bar graphs etc. However, arranged in various forms such as tables, charts, pie charts, bar graphs etc. However, arranged in various forms such as tables, charts, pie charts, bar graphs etc. However, arranged in various forms such as tables, charts, pie charts, bar graphs etc. However, 
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in orderin orderin orderin order    to make decision, a manager requires summto make decision, a manager requires summto make decision, a manager requires summto make decision, a manager requires summary statistics. These are more ary statistics. These are more ary statistics. These are more ary statistics. These are more 

exexexexact measures that assist in making decisions. The four characteristics that are act measures that assist in making decisions. The four characteristics that are act measures that assist in making decisions. The four characteristics that are act measures that assist in making decisions. The four characteristics that are 

important to any data are central tendency, dispersion, important to any data are central tendency, dispersion, important to any data are central tendency, dispersion, important to any data are central tendency, dispersion, skewness,skewness,skewness,skewness,    and kurtosis. Before and kurtosis. Before and kurtosis. Before and kurtosis. Before 

studying the mstudying the mstudying the mstudying the methods of analysing data, we will focus on methods of data collectionethods of analysing data, we will focus on methods of data collectionethods of analysing data, we will focus on methods of data collectionethods of analysing data, we will focus on methods of data collection....    

    

As it is known that the quality of input determines the quality of output, hence it As it is known that the quality of input determines the quality of output, hence it As it is known that the quality of input determines the quality of output, hence it As it is known that the quality of input determines the quality of output, hence it 
is crucial to understand how the data should be collected in order to make it reliable is crucial to understand how the data should be collected in order to make it reliable is crucial to understand how the data should be collected in order to make it reliable is crucial to understand how the data should be collected in order to make it reliable 

Data is the key Ingredient in research. Data collection enable researcher to collect Data is the key Ingredient in research. Data collection enable researcher to collect Data is the key Ingredient in research. Data collection enable researcher to collect Data is the key Ingredient in research. Data collection enable researcher to collect 

the crucial the crucial the crucial the crucial data for conducting research data for conducting research data for conducting research data for conducting research It is divided into primary and secondary data  It is divided into primary and secondary data  It is divided into primary and secondary data  It is divided into primary and secondary data          
 

It is the data which has been freshly collected and for the first time It is the data which has been freshly collected and for the first time It is the data which has been freshly collected and for the first time It is the data which has been freshly collected and for the first time i.e.i.e.i.e.i.e.    the data the data the data the data 

is original in nature. Data is very specific to research and primaris original in nature. Data is very specific to research and primaris original in nature. Data is very specific to research and primaris original in nature. Data is very specific to research and primary data is most y data is most y data is most y data is most 

reliable as it is collected by the researcher himself.reliable as it is collected by the researcher himself.reliable as it is collected by the researcher himself.reliable as it is collected by the researcher himself.    

    

* It is original data It is original data It is original data It is original data     

* The reliability andThe reliability andThe reliability andThe reliability and    credibility is high. credibility is high. credibility is high. credibility is high.     

* The researcher can control the quality of data.The researcher can control the quality of data.The researcher can control the quality of data.The researcher can control the quality of data.    

 

* It is time It is time It is time It is time consuming method.consuming method.consuming method.consuming method.    

* The cost of collecting data is high.The cost of collecting data is high.The cost of collecting data is high.The cost of collecting data is high.    

 

Primary data is usually gathered by directly communication, observing or conducting Primary data is usually gathered by directly communication, observing or conducting Primary data is usually gathered by directly communication, observing or conducting Primary data is usually gathered by directly communication, observing or conducting 

experiments when the research design is of experimental research, then the research experiments when the research design is of experimental research, then the research experiments when the research design is of experimental research, then the research experiments when the research design is of experimental research, then the research 

conducts experiments. However, for casual and descriptive research, the researcher conducts experiments. However, for casual and descriptive research, the researcher conducts experiments. However, for casual and descriptive research, the researcher conducts experiments. However, for casual and descriptive research, the researcher 

collcollcollcollects data from census or surveyects data from census or surveyects data from census or surveyects data from census or surveyssss....    

    

Various methods for casual and Various methods for casual and Various methods for casual and Various methods for casual and DescriptivesDescriptivesDescriptivesDescriptives    researches are presentresearches are presentresearches are presentresearches are presented ed ed ed belowbelowbelowbelow    

  

Here, interview is conducted whicHere, interview is conducted whicHere, interview is conducted whicHere, interview is conducted which involves one to questions and h involves one to questions and h involves one to questions and h involves one to questions and interrogation. This interrogation. This interrogation. This interrogation. This 

method is method is method is method is generally usedgenerally usedgenerally usedgenerally used    while conducting while conducting while conducting while conducting telephonictelephonictelephonictelephonic    interviews. The method enable interviews. The method enable interviews. The method enable interviews. The method enable 
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the researcher in carrying out the investigation intensively. Tthe researcher in carrying out the investigation intensively. Tthe researcher in carrying out the investigation intensively. Tthe researcher in carrying out the investigation intensively. Thehehehe    collection of data collection of data collection of data collection of data 

occurs in structured way as there aroccurs in structured way as there aroccurs in structured way as there aroccurs in structured way as there are pree pree pree pre----setsetsetset    questions used for conducting iquestions used for conducting iquestions used for conducting iquestions used for conducting interview. nterview. nterview. nterview. 

The key advantage The key advantage The key advantage The key advantage of thisof thisof thisof this    method is interviewmethod is interviewmethod is interviewmethod is interviewer can motivate and help the otherer can motivate and help the otherer can motivate and help the otherer can motivate and help the other    

person in overcoming the unwillingness to reply. Also information can be gathered in person in overcoming the unwillingness to reply. Also information can be gathered in person in overcoming the unwillingness to reply. Also information can be gathered in person in overcoming the unwillingness to reply. Also information can be gathered in 

depth. Another adepth. Another adepth. Another adepth. Another addddvantage isvantage isvantage isvantage is    the interviewer can switch the language according to the the interviewer can switch the language according to the the interviewer can switch the language according to the the interviewer can switch the language according to the 

requirement of respondentrequirement of respondentrequirement of respondentrequirement of respondent....    

    

Here, the researcher directly Here, the researcher directly Here, the researcher directly Here, the researcher directly observesobservesobservesobserves    the other person without the other person without the other person without the other person without asking any questions. asking any questions. asking any questions. asking any questions. 

The key advantage here is that the The key advantage here is that the The key advantage here is that the The key advantage here is that the     bias of bias of bias of bias of he the respondent is reduced,he the respondent is reduced,he the respondent is reduced,he the respondent is reduced,    if the if the if the if the 

researcher accurately observes researcher accurately observes researcher accurately observes researcher accurately observes     him. Another advantage is the respondenthim. Another advantage is the respondenthim. Another advantage is the respondenthim. Another advantage is the respondent’’’’s wills wills wills willingness ingness ingness ingness 

to answer to answer to answer to answer does not affect the data gathedoes not affect the data gathedoes not affect the data gathedoes not affect the data gathered Generally red Generally red Generally red Generally     this this this this     methmethmethmethod is used while od is used while od is used while od is used while 

studying consumer behaviorstudying consumer behaviorstudying consumer behaviorstudying consumer behavior    the disadvantage of obthe disadvantage of obthe disadvantage of obthe disadvantage of observation method is that the servation method is that the servation method is that the servation method is that the 

information information information information received is generally limited and it received is generally limited and it received is generally limited and it received is generally limited and it is expensive to perform this is expensive to perform this is expensive to perform this is expensive to perform this     method.method.method.method.    

    

* ::::    When the obWhen the obWhen the obWhen the observer becomes a member of the groupserver becomes a member of the groupserver becomes a member of the groupserver becomes a member of the group    which is to which is to which is to which is to 

be studied, then it is participant method. Here, the researcher can himself feel be studied, then it is participant method. Here, the researcher can himself feel be studied, then it is participant method. Here, the researcher can himself feel be studied, then it is participant method. Here, the researcher can himself feel 

and understand what the otherand understand what the otherand understand what the otherand understand what the other    members experience.members experience.members experience.members experience.    

* ::::    When the researcher does not become a member of the group, When the researcher does not become a member of the group, When the researcher does not become a member of the group, When the researcher does not become a member of the group, 

then it is nonthen it is nonthen it is nonthen it is non----participant type.participant type.participant type.participant type.    

* ::::    It is a variant of It is a variant of It is a variant of It is a variant of nonnonnonnon----participant method where heparticipant method where heparticipant method where heparticipant method where he    conducts the conducts the conducts the conducts the 

observation in such a manner that his presenceobservation in such a manner that his presenceobservation in such a manner that his presenceobservation in such a manner that his presence    isisisis    unknown to the other unknown to the other unknown to the other unknown to the other 

members.members.members.members.    

 

Here, the researcher prepare a set of questions in the form of Here, the researcher prepare a set of questions in the form of Here, the researcher prepare a set of questions in the form of Here, the researcher prepare a set of questions in the form of     a a a a questionnaire. It questionnaire. It questionnaire. It questionnaire. It 

is useful when a large sample is to be studied The researcher must ensure that the is useful when a large sample is to be studied The researcher must ensure that the is useful when a large sample is to be studied The researcher must ensure that the is useful when a large sample is to be studied The researcher must ensure that the 

questions are carefully framed so that they reflect all the information which is questions are carefully framed so that they reflect all the information which is questions are carefully framed so that they reflect all the information which is questions are carefully framed so that they reflect all the information which is 

requiredrequiredrequiredrequired    to carry the research. Questionto carry the research. Questionto carry the research. Questionto carry the research. Questionnaires are provided to respondent.naires are provided to respondent.naires are provided to respondent.naires are provided to respondent.    The The The The 

reseresereseresearcher can ask them to fill the archer can ask them to fill the archer can ask them to fill the archer can ask them to fill the questionnaires in thequestionnaires in thequestionnaires in thequestionnaires in theiriririr    presence or in their presence or in their presence or in their presence or in their 

absenceabsenceabsenceabsence....    QuQuQuQuestions can be asked over phonesestions can be asked over phonesestions can be asked over phonesestions can be asked over phones    or directly, this is called the direct or directly, this is called the direct or directly, this is called the direct or directly, this is called the direct 

method. When the quesmethod. When the quesmethod. When the quesmethod. When the questionnaires are handed over to the respondents to be filled tionnaires are handed over to the respondents to be filled tionnaires are handed over to the respondents to be filled tionnaires are handed over to the respondents to be filled 

oooonnnn    their own, then it is called indirect method.their own, then it is called indirect method.their own, then it is called indirect method.their own, then it is called indirect method.    
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They are generally used by the seller of consumer durable They are generally used by the seller of consumer durable They are generally used by the seller of consumer durable They are generally used by the seller of consumer durable to to to to gather information gather information gather information gather information 

about the product. The questions are placed on a sabout the product. The questions are placed on a sabout the product. The questions are placed on a sabout the product. The questions are placed on a small card and put inside the mall card and put inside the mall card and put inside the mall card and put inside the 

package. This is required package. This is required package. This is required package. This is required to to to to be filled by the consumers and post them backbe filled by the consumers and post them backbe filled by the consumers and post them backbe filled by the consumers and post them back....    

BusinBusinBusinBusinesesesesssss    researchers often conduct theresearchers often conduct theresearchers often conduct theresearchers often conduct these audits se audits se audits se audits to ascertain and estimate the to ascertain and estimate the to ascertain and estimate the to ascertain and estimate the 

consumption pattern of a given basket of commodities by consumers. The information consumption pattern of a given basket of commodities by consumers. The information consumption pattern of a given basket of commodities by consumers. The information consumption pattern of a given basket of commodities by consumers. The information 

comprise of comprise of comprise of comprise of pricepricepriceprice    quantities and types of goods consumed.quantities and types of goods consumed.quantities and types of goods consumed.quantities and types of goods consumed.    

    

Thus, the objective of pantry audit is to ascertain what Thus, the objective of pantry audit is to ascertain what Thus, the objective of pantry audit is to ascertain what Thus, the objective of pantry audit is to ascertain what tytytytypes of consumers purchasepes of consumers purchasepes of consumers purchasepes of consumers purchase    
a specific commodity or certain brand. However, the limitation is that sometimes a specific commodity or certain brand. However, the limitation is that sometimes a specific commodity or certain brand. However, the limitation is that sometimes a specific commodity or certain brand. However, the limitation is that sometimes 

consumer's preferences are not identified credibly.consumer's preferences are not identified credibly.consumer's preferences are not identified credibly.consumer's preferences are not identified credibly.    

    

TheyTheyTheyThey    are performed bare performed bare performed bare performed by the manufacturers and distributors with the help of salesman. y the manufacturers and distributors with the help of salesman. y the manufacturers and distributors with the help of salesman. y the manufacturers and distributors with the help of salesman. 

The reThe reThe reThe retail stores are audited with thetail stores are audited with thetail stores are audited with thetail stores are audited with the    assistanceassistanceassistanceassistance    of salesperson. The information of salesperson. The information of salesperson. The information of salesperson. The information 

generally generally generally generally compcompcompcomprise of market sharerise of market sharerise of market sharerise of market share, purchase pattern during the season, purchase pattern during the season, purchase pattern during the season, purchase pattern during the season    etc. Here, etc. Here, etc. Here, etc. Here, 

the data is not obtained with questions the data is not obtained with questions the data is not obtained with questions the data is not obtained with questions bbbbut by observation.ut by observation.ut by observation.ut by observation.        

 

VariouVariouVariouVarious devices such as motion picture camera, psycho s devices such as motion picture camera, psycho s devices such as motion picture camera, psycho s devices such as motion picture camera, psycho galvanometergalvanometergalvanometergalvanometer, , , , pupillometrypupillometrypupillometrypupillometry    

cameras etccameras etccameras etccameras etc....    are used to collect are used to collect are used to collect are used to collect relevant informationrelevant informationrelevant informationrelevant information....    

    

Thus Thus Thus Thus aforementioned were the methods used for carrying primary data Howeveraforementioned were the methods used for carrying primary data Howeveraforementioned were the methods used for carrying primary data Howeveraforementioned were the methods used for carrying primary data However, in , in , in , in 

case of noncase of noncase of noncase of non----response, the researcher response, the researcher response, the researcher response, the researcher     can use methods like call backs. can use methods like call backs. can use methods like call backs. can use methods like call backs. OverOverOverOver    sampling sampling sampling sampling 

----    incentives to the respondents and convincing the incentives to the respondents and convincing the incentives to the respondents and convincing the incentives to the respondents and convincing the pendantspendantspendantspendants    

    

ThiThiThiThis is the data which has been previously acquired by me other researcher and s is the data which has been previously acquired by me other researcher and s is the data which has been previously acquired by me other researcher and s is the data which has been previously acquired by me other researcher and 

then pthen pthen pthen published. Thus, it is not an originalublished. Thus, it is not an originalublished. Thus, it is not an originalublished. Thus, it is not an original    data. The quality of data cannot be data. The quality of data cannot be data. The quality of data cannot be data. The quality of data cannot be 

controlled. controlled. controlled. controlled. VarVarVarVarious secondary sources of data include published ious secondary sources of data include published ious secondary sources of data include published ious secondary sources of data include published rerererecords, newspapers, cords, newspapers, cords, newspapers, cords, newspapers, 

syndicated data within the syndicated data within the syndicated data within the syndicated data within the organizationorganizationorganizationorganization    etcetcetcetc. Thus, secondary data is second hand . Thus, secondary data is second hand . Thus, secondary data is second hand . Thus, secondary data is second hand 

data.data.data.data.    

 

* It is It is It is It is easier to collect secondary data.easier to collect secondary data.easier to collect secondary data.easier to collect secondary data.    
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* It is quick and consumes less time in collection.It is quick and consumes less time in collection.It is quick and consumes less time in collection.It is quick and consumes less time in collection.    

* Sometimes the data can accurate entirely, thus itSometimes the data can accurate entirely, thus itSometimes the data can accurate entirely, thus itSometimes the data can accurate entirely, thus it    Provide Provide Provide Provide answer to all the answer to all the answer to all the answer to all the 
research questions,research questions,research questions,research questions,    

* It is cheaper to collect in comparison to primary data. It is cheaper to collect in comparison to primary data. It is cheaper to collect in comparison to primary data. It is cheaper to collect in comparison to primary data.     

* It plays an importaIt plays an importaIt plays an importaIt plays an important role when the research is in an exploratory phase, as it nt role when the research is in an exploratory phase, as it nt role when the research is in an exploratory phase, as it nt role when the research is in an exploratory phase, as it 

expands the analysis of dataexpands the analysis of dataexpands the analysis of dataexpands the analysis of data    Research.Research.Research.Research.    

* Secondary researches are generally done bSecondary researches are generally done bSecondary researches are generally done bSecondary researches are generally done by large agencies or government. y large agencies or government. y large agencies or government. y large agencies or government. 
Thus, the sample size is huge in Comparison to primary data. This increases Thus, the sample size is huge in Comparison to primary data. This increases Thus, the sample size is huge in Comparison to primary data. This increases Thus, the sample size is huge in Comparison to primary data. This increases 

reliabilreliabilreliabilreliability ity ity ity iiiit help in defining what type of sample is to be drawn and from t help in defining what type of sample is to be drawn and from t help in defining what type of sample is to be drawn and from t help in defining what type of sample is to be drawn and from 

which populationwhich populationwhich populationwhich population....    

 

* The definitions used in the research must be carefully read as it must reflect The definitions used in the research must be carefully read as it must reflect The definitions used in the research must be carefully read as it must reflect The definitions used in the research must be carefully read as it must reflect 

that the data was carried for another purpose. Terms may hthat the data was carried for another purpose. Terms may hthat the data was carried for another purpose. Terms may hthat the data was carried for another purpose. Terms may have entirely ave entirely ave entirely ave entirely 

different meanings which may not be relevance for research.different meanings which may not be relevance for research.different meanings which may not be relevance for research.different meanings which may not be relevance for research.    
* The original data, previously collected may have got biased. The data may The original data, previously collected may have got biased. The data may The original data, previously collected may have got biased. The data may The original data, previously collected may have got biased. The data may 

represent more pessimistic or optimistic sets of data. Trepresent more pessimistic or optimistic sets of data. Trepresent more pessimistic or optimistic sets of data. Trepresent more pessimistic or optimistic sets of data. Thus, it may distort the hus, it may distort the hus, it may distort the hus, it may distort the 

researchresearchresearchresearch    
* Secondary data is puSecondary data is puSecondary data is puSecondary data is published in a specific year. This signifies that the data was blished in a specific year. This signifies that the data was blished in a specific year. This signifies that the data was blished in a specific year. This signifies that the data was 

collected for a specific time scale which may not be relevant for the current collected for a specific time scale which may not be relevant for the current collected for a specific time scale which may not be relevant for the current collected for a specific time scale which may not be relevant for the current 

research project. Hence, researchers must find latest data.research project. Hence, researchers must find latest data.research project. Hence, researchers must find latest data.research project. Hence, researchers must find latest data.    
    
Researches must use multiple sources and check the consiResearches must use multiple sources and check the consiResearches must use multiple sources and check the consiResearches must use multiple sources and check the consistency of datastency of datastency of datastency of data    

 

* The method must gather all information required. The method must gather all information required. The method must gather all information required. The method must gather all information required.     

* The The The The chooseschooseschooseschooses    method must be as per the resourcesmethod must be as per the resourcesmethod must be as per the resourcesmethod must be as per the resources    available and budget. available and budget. available and budget. available and budget.     

* The time constraint should be also consideredThe time constraint should be also consideredThe time constraint should be also consideredThe time constraint should be also considered....    

* The The The The researchers must check whether respondents are available and what is researchers must check whether respondents are available and what is researchers must check whether respondents are available and what is researchers must check whether respondents are available and what is 

the geographical spread of the he sample.the geographical spread of the he sample.the geographical spread of the he sample.the geographical spread of the he sample.    

    

There are wide variety of data that can be collected from diffeThere are wide variety of data that can be collected from diffeThere are wide variety of data that can be collected from diffeThere are wide variety of data that can be collected from different sources. Some rent sources. Some rent sources. Some rent sources. Some 

of the sources are classifieof the sources are classifieof the sources are classifieof the sources are classified into internal and external data, which are as followsd into internal and external data, which are as followsd into internal and external data, which are as followsd into internal and external data, which are as follows    
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They are the sources of data that have been published and generated within the They are the sources of data that have been published and generated within the They are the sources of data that have been published and generated within the They are the sources of data that have been published and generated within the 

business. The examples are customer database, sales performance record, business. The examples are customer database, sales performance record, business. The examples are customer database, sales performance record, business. The examples are customer database, sales performance record, and tradeand tradeand tradeand trade    

associationassociationassociationassociation    data. data. data. data. Accounting records etc. Accounting records etc. Accounting records etc. Accounting records etc. such data can be such data can be such data can be such data can be analyzedanalyzedanalyzedanalyzed    from thefrom thefrom thefrom the    

perspective of research problem.perspective of research problem.perspective of research problem.perspective of research problem.    

 

 Some of the sources of internal data includeSome of the sources of internal data includeSome of the sources of internal data includeSome of the sources of internal data include    
::::    This is the rate of assessing the efficiency of various operations, This is the rate of assessing the efficiency of various operations, This is the rate of assessing the efficiency of various operations, This is the rate of assessing the efficiency of various operations, 

inventory handling case, inventory turnover etc. By assigning minventory handling case, inventory turnover etc. By assigning minventory handling case, inventory turnover etc. By assigning minventory handling case, inventory turnover etc. By assigning more reliable ore reliable ore reliable ore reliable accounting accounting accounting accounting 

system.system.system.system.    The data can be refined and used for researchThe data can be refined and used for researchThe data can be refined and used for researchThe data can be refined and used for research....    

    
::::    The companies collect various Information from its daily activities. This The companies collect various Information from its daily activities. This The companies collect various Information from its daily activities. This The companies collect various Information from its daily activities. This 

comprises of when the orders were received and when were the deliveries made. It comprises of when the orders were received and when were the deliveries made. It comprises of when the orders were received and when were the deliveries made. It comprises of when the orders were received and when were the deliveries made. It 

is maintained in the form of purchase orders, bills and Invoices and a sheet is maintained in the form of purchase orders, bills and Invoices and a sheet is maintained in the form of purchase orders, bills and Invoices and a sheet is maintained in the form of purchase orders, bills and Invoices and a sheet 

representing amount of representing amount of representing amount of representing amount of goods returned. Thus, such valuable data must be used for goods returned. Thus, such valuable data must be used for goods returned. Thus, such valuable data must be used for goods returned. Thus, such valuable data must be used for 

conducting business research.conducting business research.conducting business research.conducting business research.    
    

::::    Companies generate various financial statements like balance sheets, Companies generate various financial statements like balance sheets, Companies generate various financial statements like balance sheets, Companies generate various financial statements like balance sheets, 

cash flow statements and profit and loss statement. They also include variables licash flow statements and profit and loss statement. They also include variables licash flow statements and profit and loss statement. They also include variables licash flow statements and profit and loss statement. They also include variables like ke ke ke 

total cost of production, storage, total cost of production, storage, total cost of production, storage, total cost of production, storage, transportation,transportation,transportation,transportation,    and marketing financial. This is and marketing financial. This is and marketing financial. This is and marketing financial. This is 

specispecispecispecifically done for efically done for efically done for efically done for each service and product ach service and product ach service and product ach service and product variousvariousvariousvarious    employee benefits, expenditures employee benefits, expenditures employee benefits, expenditures employee benefits, expenditures 

and salaries and other operational costs can be and salaries and other operational costs can be and salaries and other operational costs can be and salaries and other operational costs can be analyzedanalyzedanalyzedanalyzed    to conduct research.to conduct research.to conduct research.to conduct research.    

    

::::    Various companies collect and maintain record of data such as which Various companies collect and maintain record of data such as which Various companies collect and maintain record of data such as which Various companies collect and maintain record of data such as which 

is the most is the most is the most is the most profitable transport rprofitable transport rprofitable transport rprofitable transport route, the best cost effective routing patter. This oute, the best cost effective routing patter. This oute, the best cost effective routing patter. This oute, the best cost effective routing patter. This 

data helps the firm in data helps the firm in data helps the firm in data helps the firm in analyzinganalyzinganalyzinganalyzing    the tradethe tradethe tradethe trade----off between the cost and benefit of a off between the cost and benefit of a off between the cost and benefit of a off between the cost and benefit of a 
specific specific specific specific business route and making decisions therebybusiness route and making decisions therebybusiness route and making decisions therebybusiness route and making decisions thereby....    

 

Various agencies and government Various agencies and government Various agencies and government Various agencies and government organizationorganizationorganizationorganization    provide secondary data. Some of the provide secondary data. Some of the provide secondary data. Some of the provide secondary data. Some of the 

sources are listed belowsources are listed belowsources are listed belowsources are listed below    

    

::::    Various quasi government agencies, research Various quasi government agencies, research Various quasi government agencies, research Various quasi government agencies, research 

institution, local government and national government agencies, universities and trade institution, local government and national government agencies, universities and trade institution, local government and national government agencies, universities and trade institution, local government and national government agencies, universities and trade 

associations alongassociations alongassociations alongassociations along    with financialwith financialwith financialwith financial    institution provides key informationinstitution provides key informationinstitution provides key informationinstitution provides key information....    

    

::::    Published DataPublished DataPublished DataPublished Data::::    Data of various brokeraData of various brokeraData of various brokeraData of various brokerage firm, research fun and trade ge firm, research fun and trade ge firm, research fun and trade ge firm, research fun and trade 

associatesassociatesassociatesassociates....    

    

::::    Relevant, secondary data is also obtained from various ideas, Relevant, secondary data is also obtained from various ideas, Relevant, secondary data is also obtained from various ideas, Relevant, secondary data is also obtained from various ideas, guides,guides,guides,guides,    and and and and 

directories.directories.directories.directories.    
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::::    VariousVariousVariousVarious    consultanciesconsultanciesconsultanciesconsultancies    the trends in financial markets althe trends in financial markets althe trends in financial markets althe trends in financial markets alongwithongwithongwithongwith    

consumer markets on reguconsumer markets on reguconsumer markets on reguconsumer markets on regularlarlarlar    basis.basis.basis.basis.    

    

::::    The traditional source of collecting secondary data is from books, The traditional source of collecting secondary data is from books, The traditional source of collecting secondary data is from books, The traditional source of collecting secondary data is from books, 

magazines,magazines,magazines,magazines,    and journals.and journals.and journals.and journals.    

    

::::    GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment    alone conduct census of the entire population and publishes alone conduct census of the entire population and publishes alone conduct census of the entire population and publishes alone conduct census of the entire population and publishes 

it on the website. The data comprises of statistics about industrial development, it on the website. The data comprises of statistics about industrial development, it on the website. The data comprises of statistics about industrial development, it on the website. The data comprises of statistics about industrial development, 

farming production, growth of population, income groups, farming production, growth of population, income groups, farming production, growth of population, income groups, farming production, growth of population, income groups, and pollutionand pollutionand pollutionand pollution    data. These data. These data. These data. These 

data are used for exploratory data are used for exploratory data are used for exploratory data are used for exploratory research. These are various sites like 'www.indiastat.com' research. These are various sites like 'www.indiastat.com' research. These are various sites like 'www.indiastat.com' research. These are various sites like 'www.indiastat.com' 

give data about the economic and demographic aspects of Indiangive data about the economic and demographic aspects of Indiangive data about the economic and demographic aspects of Indiangive data about the economic and demographic aspects of Indian    populationpopulationpopulationpopulation    

    
::::    Various international Various international Various international Various international organizationsorganizationsorganizationsorganizations    such as IMF, World Bank, such as IMF, World Bank, such as IMF, World Bank, such as IMF, World Bank, 

International International International International LaborLaborLaborLabor    OrganizationOrganizationOrganizationOrganization    alto generate secondary data.alto generate secondary data.alto generate secondary data.alto generate secondary data.    

    

::::    Various research firm collect large amount of data and sell it to Various research firm collect large amount of data and sell it to Various research firm collect large amount of data and sell it to Various research firm collect large amount of data and sell it to 

other business houses for fees. This is known as syndicated data.other business houses for fees. This is known as syndicated data.other business houses for fees. This is known as syndicated data.other business houses for fees. This is known as syndicated data.    

    

: : : : Various universities and public libraries provide research reports Various universities and public libraries provide research reports Various universities and public libraries provide research reports Various universities and public libraries provide research reports 

handbooks, encyclopedia, periodicals that give relevant secondary data. However, now handbooks, encyclopedia, periodicals that give relevant secondary data. However, now handbooks, encyclopedia, periodicals that give relevant secondary data. However, now handbooks, encyclopedia, periodicals that give relevant secondary data. However, now 

there are various search engines specifically meant for research. Various search there are various search engines specifically meant for research. Various search there are various search engines specifically meant for research. Various search there are various search engines specifically meant for research. Various search 

engines include Googengines include Googengines include Googengines include Google scholar andle scholar andle scholar andle scholar and    Bloomberg, Bloomberg provides information with Bloomberg, Bloomberg provides information with Bloomberg, Bloomberg provides information with Bloomberg, Bloomberg provides information with 
reference to international and lreference to international and lreference to international and lreference to international and local financial information. ocal financial information. ocal financial information. ocal financial information.     GivenGivenGivenGiven    data about management data about management data about management data about management 

and economic publications and economic publications and economic publications and economic publications     

    

::::    Various social networking sites are used to collect data, esVarious social networking sites are used to collect data, esVarious social networking sites are used to collect data, esVarious social networking sites are used to collect data, especially pecially pecially pecially 

when it relates to consumer tastes and preferences.when it relates to consumer tastes and preferences.when it relates to consumer tastes and preferences.when it relates to consumer tastes and preferences.    

 

Questionnaire is a data collection instrument which comprises of a Questionnaire is a data collection instrument which comprises of a Questionnaire is a data collection instrument which comprises of a Questionnaire is a data collection instrument which comprises of a formalizedformalizedformalizedformalized    set of set of set of set of 

questions to obtainquestions to obtainquestions to obtainquestions to obtain    information from the respondents. The information from the respondents. The information from the respondents. The information from the respondents. The questionnaires mustquestionnaires mustquestionnaires mustquestionnaires must    be be be be 

formulated in a way that it provides information whichformulated in a way that it provides information whichformulated in a way that it provides information whichformulated in a way that it provides information which    is requiredis requiredis requiredis required    by the researcher. by the researcher. by the researcher. by the researcher. 

Every question Every question Every question Every question mmmmust ust ust ust be be be be evaluated for its reliability and accuracy. If the questionsevaluated for its reliability and accuracy. If the questionsevaluated for its reliability and accuracy. If the questionsevaluated for its reliability and accuracy. If the questions    is is is is 

vaguevaguevaguevague    then this will then this will then this will then this will leadleadleadlead    tom tom tom tom vagueness in answer alsovagueness in answer alsovagueness in answer alsovagueness in answer also....        

 

* It provides It provides It provides It provides standardizationstandardizationstandardizationstandardization    of data collection of data collection of data collection of data collection thisthisthisthis    helps in drawing helps in drawing helps in drawing helps in drawing generalizedgeneralizedgeneralizedgeneralized    

conclusions. conclusions. conclusions. conclusions. StandardizedStandardizedStandardizedStandardized    data is collected and data is collected and data is collected and data is collected and organizedorganizedorganizedorganized    in a in a in a in a wellwellwellwell----plannedplannedplannedplanned    

manner which helps in presenting data in tabmanner which helps in presenting data in tabmanner which helps in presenting data in tabmanner which helps in presenting data in table andle andle andle and    other diagrams.other diagrams.other diagrams.other diagrams.    
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* It also helps in presenting the information that a required to obtain specific It also helps in presenting the information that a required to obtain specific It also helps in presenting the information that a required to obtain specific It also helps in presenting the information that a required to obtain specific 

questions. It ensures that all the necessary data is collected by preparing a questions. It ensures that all the necessary data is collected by preparing a questions. It ensures that all the necessary data is collected by preparing a questions. It ensures that all the necessary data is collected by preparing a 
ttttarget arget arget arget     questionnairequestionnairequestionnairequestionnaire    

* A well prA well prA well prA well prepared questionnaire encourages and motivates the other person to epared questionnaire encourages and motivates the other person to epared questionnaire encourages and motivates the other person to epared questionnaire encourages and motivates the other person to 

become involved in the research. It aims at arranging questions in such a become involved in the research. It aims at arranging questions in such a become involved in the research. It aims at arranging questions in such a become involved in the research. It aims at arranging questions in such a 

manner that the respondents do not get tired or bored. manner that the respondents do not get tired or bored. manner that the respondents do not get tired or bored. manner that the respondents do not get tired or bored. WhileWhileWhileWhile    filling it.filling it.filling it.filling it.    

* A questionnaire is developed in a way that A questionnaire is developed in a way that A questionnaire is developed in a way that A questionnaire is developed in a way that it it it it minimizesminimizesminimizesminimizes    the response error.the response error.the response error.the response error.    

    

There is a prescribed hierarchy of questions which must be followed to prepare a There is a prescribed hierarchy of questions which must be followed to prepare a There is a prescribed hierarchy of questions which must be followed to prepare a There is a prescribed hierarchy of questions which must be followed to prepare a 

quality questionnaire. The hierarchy quality questionnaire. The hierarchy quality questionnaire. The hierarchy quality questionnaire. The hierarchy is is is is given as followsgiven as followsgiven as followsgiven as follows    
    

::::    Management face lot of questions when it comes to framing Management face lot of questions when it comes to framing Management face lot of questions when it comes to framing Management face lot of questions when it comes to framing 

policies and making strapolicies and making strapolicies and making strapolicies and making strategictegictegictegic    decisions. These questions comprise of strategic decisions. These questions comprise of strategic decisions. These questions comprise of strategic decisions. These questions comprise of strategic 

question like what they actually want to perform." question like what they actually want to perform." question like what they actually want to perform." question like what they actually want to perform." ExampleExampleExampleExample    Why there if. Why there if. Why there if. Why there if. AAAA    fall in fall in fall in fall in 

the number of customers for landline.the number of customers for landline.the number of customers for landline.the number of customers for landline.    

    

::::    Management questions give a reason for conducting research Management questions give a reason for conducting research Management questions give a reason for conducting research Management questions give a reason for conducting research 

and iand iand iand identifying factors responsible for a particudentifying factors responsible for a particudentifying factors responsible for a particudentifying factors responsible for a particular event Management questions lar event Management questions lar event Management questions lar event Management questions lay lay lay lay 

foundationfoundationfoundationfoundation    for research questions. They state the objective of the research and for research questions. They state the objective of the research and for research questions. They state the objective of the research and for research questions. They state the objective of the research and also also also also 

define the scope of study define the scope of study define the scope of study define the scope of study thethethethe    example is continued here. The research question example is continued here. The research question example is continued here. The research question example is continued here. The research question will will will will 

bebebebe    "What"What"What"What    is the reason for fall in the number of customer is the reason for fall in the number of customer is the reason for fall in the number of customer is the reason for fall in the number of customer and and and and cause of their cause of their cause of their cause of their 

dissatisfaction.dissatisfaction.dissatisfaction.dissatisfaction.    

    

::::    These questions are the queries that necessarily required These questions are the queries that necessarily required These questions are the queries that necessarily required These questions are the queries that necessarily required 

by theby theby theby the    researcher to conclude for a givresearcher to conclude for a givresearcher to conclude for a givresearcher to conclude for a given research question. These questions lay en research question. These questions lay en research question. These questions lay en research question. These questions lay 

down the foundation of what factors are to be studied and the area of down the foundation of what factors are to be studied and the area of down the foundation of what factors are to be studied and the area of down the foundation of what factors are to be studied and the area of stustustustudy, dy, dy, dy, ““““The The The The 

investigative questinvestigative questinvestigative questinvestigative questions ask variety of queries ions ask variety of queries ions ask variety of queries ions ask variety of queries that maythat maythat maythat may    support the cause for support the cause for support the cause for support the cause for 

research questions, Thus, for given research question,research questions, Thus, for given research question,research questions, Thus, for given research question,research questions, Thus, for given research question,    which aims at identifying the which aims at identifying the which aims at identifying the which aims at identifying the 

Cause of dissatisfaction among customers, an investigative query will be Cause of dissatisfaction among customers, an investigative query will be Cause of dissatisfaction among customers, an investigative query will be Cause of dissatisfaction among customers, an investigative query will be ‘‘‘‘are the are the are the are the 

clients' happy with the schemes and clients' happy with the schemes and clients' happy with the schemes and clients' happy with the schemes and ssssppppeeeeeeeed of the company for broadband services.d of the company for broadband services.d of the company for broadband services.d of the company for broadband services.    

    

::::    They are framed on the basis of They are framed on the basis of They are framed on the basis of They are framed on the basis of iiiidentidentidentidentified in the fied in the fied in the fied in the 

investigative questions. They are the queries that are presented in the questionnaires investigative questions. They are the queries that are presented in the questionnaires investigative questions. They are the queries that are presented in the questionnaires investigative questions. They are the queries that are presented in the questionnaires 

and are and are and are and are ddddirectly asked from the respondent in reality. The irectly asked from the respondent in reality. The irectly asked from the respondent in reality. The irectly asked from the respondent in reality. The meameameameasusususurerererement are collectment are collectment are collectment are collected, ed, ed, ed, 

grouped and then presented collecgrouped and then presented collecgrouped and then presented collecgrouped and then presented collectively. tively. tively. tively. InInInIn    a formal way to form a stana formal way to form a stana formal way to form a stana formal way to form a standard dard dard dard 

legionnaires. Thus, mealegionnaires. Thus, mealegionnaires. Thus, mealegionnaires. Thus, measurement question help in formal way to surement question help in formal way to surement question help in formal way to surement question help in formal way to form aform aform aform a    standard standard standard standard 

questionnaires. Thus measurement question help in translating a management questionnaires. Thus measurement question help in translating a management questionnaires. Thus measurement question help in translating a management questionnaires. Thus measurement question help in translating a management 

question question question question InaInaInaIna    measurable form. measurable form. measurable form. measurable form.     These questions actually help in measuring the reason.These questions actually help in measuring the reason.These questions actually help in measuring the reason.These questions actually help in measuring the reason.        
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On the scaOn the scaOn the scaOn the scale of 5, rate your level of satisfaction with dele of 5, rate your level of satisfaction with dele of 5, rate your level of satisfaction with dele of 5, rate your level of satisfaction with de    scheme offered for scheme offered for scheme offered for scheme offered for 

broadband."broadband."broadband."broadband."    

    

 

This step involves colThis step involves colThis step involves colThis step involves collecting information, i.e. required for prelecting information, i.e. required for prelecting information, i.e. required for prelecting information, i.e. required for preparing the paring the paring the paring the 

questionnaire. It also questionnaire. It also questionnaire. It also questionnaire. It also identifies the target pidentifies the target pidentifies the target pidentifies the target popopopopulation. Target population must ulation. Target population must ulation. Target population must ulation. Target population must 

be well defined before questionnaire are designed. This is due to the fact that be well defined before questionnaire are designed. This is due to the fact that be well defined before questionnaire are designed. This is due to the fact that be well defined before questionnaire are designed. This is due to the fact that 

the questions are designed on the basis of respthe questions are designed on the basis of respthe questions are designed on the basis of respthe questions are designed on the basis of respondents. The target ondents. The target ondents. The target ondents. The target population population population population 

will define the comwill define the comwill define the comwill define the complexity level of the qplexity level of the qplexity level of the qplexity level of the questions. uestions. uestions. uestions. Another factor that defines Another factor that defines Another factor that defines Another factor that defines 

framing of questions that is the knowledge level of the target population. If framing of questions that is the knowledge level of the target population. If framing of questions that is the knowledge level of the target population. If framing of questions that is the knowledge level of the target population. If 

the the the the tartartartarget population is illiterateget population is illiterateget population is illiterateget population is illiterate    or has low level of knowledge. or has low level of knowledge. or has low level of knowledge. or has low level of knowledge. ThenThenThenThen    simplesimplesimplesimplerrrr    

word and questions will be used.word and questions will be used.word and questions will be used.word and questions will be used.        

    

TheTheTheThe    method of conducting method of conducting method of conducting method of conducting interviinterviinterviinterview should be identified beforehandew should be identified beforehandew should be identified beforehandew should be identified beforehand    because if because if because if because if 

there is direct interview, then difficultthere is direct interview, then difficultthere is direct interview, then difficultthere is direct interview, then difficult    and and and and complicated questions can be fcomplicated questions can be fcomplicated questions can be fcomplicated questions can be framed. ramed. ramed. ramed. 

This is because the interviewer This is because the interviewer This is because the interviewer This is because the interviewer can help the respondent in understandingcan help the respondent in understandingcan help the respondent in understandingcan help the respondent in understanding    the the the the 

question. question. question. question. If the method of If the method of If the method of If the method of interview is indinterview is indinterview is indinterview is indirect such as telephirect such as telephirect such as telephirect such as telephonic, then the onic, then the onic, then the onic, then the 

langlanglanglanguage of questions must be kept simpleuage of questions must be kept simpleuage of questions must be kept simpleuage of questions must be kept simple    because the person cannotbecause the person cannotbecause the person cannotbecause the person cannot    see see see see 
the questionnaire. If the methothe questionnaire. If the methothe questionnaire. If the methothe questionnaire. If the method is based on distribution by emails or in d is based on distribution by emails or in d is based on distribution by emails or in d is based on distribution by emails or in personpersonpersonperson, , , , 

then then then then selfselfselfself----explanatoexplanatoexplanatoexplanatory terms and simple language must be used as ry terms and simple language must be used as ry terms and simple language must be used as ry terms and simple language must be used as resresresrespondentspondentspondentspondents    

have no chance thave no chance thave no chance thave no chance to interact with the interviewer.o interact with the interviewer.o interact with the interviewer.o interact with the interviewer.    

 

 

This step This step This step This step ensure that all the densure that all the densure that all the densure that all the data to be obtained from the is clearlata to be obtained from the is clearlata to be obtained from the is clearlata to be obtained from the is clearly mainy mainy mainy maintained tained tained tained 

and presented, and presented, and presented, and presented, thethethethe    data adata adata adata and material must be converted into questions, hence nd material must be converted into questions, hence nd material must be converted into questions, hence nd material must be converted into questions, hence 

the the the the inforinforinforinformation required must be known in advance. This can presented inmation required must be known in advance. This can presented inmation required must be known in advance. This can presented inmation required must be known in advance. This can presented in    aaaa    

form of tabform of tabform of tabform of table where each part of data can presentle where each part of data can presentle where each part of data can presentle where each part of data can presented with a corresponded with a corresponded with a corresponded with a corresponding ing ing ing 

representative question which willrepresentative question which willrepresentative question which willrepresentative question which will    bebebebe    givegivegivegive    informationinformationinformationinformation....    

 

 

The above step must ensure that no information is left out. Then the questions The above step must ensure that no information is left out. Then the questions The above step must ensure that no information is left out. Then the questions The above step must ensure that no information is left out. Then the questions 

are refined and polished. Each price of data is thoroughly studied and see are refined and polished. Each price of data is thoroughly studied and see are refined and polished. Each price of data is thoroughly studied and see are refined and polished. Each price of data is thoroughly studied and see 

whether the question represents this piece of information. If any question whether the question represents this piece of information. If any question whether the question represents this piece of information. If any question whether the question represents this piece of information. If any question 

does not provide the information then such queries are added. It does not provide the information then such queries are added. It does not provide the information then such queries are added. It does not provide the information then such queries are added. It isisisis    often often often often 
required to add multiple questions to provide a single set of data. Any irrelevant required to add multiple questions to provide a single set of data. Any irrelevant required to add multiple questions to provide a single set of data. Any irrelevant required to add multiple questions to provide a single set of data. Any irrelevant 

question is removed.question is removed.question is removed.question is removed.    
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This is required to ensure that responThis is required to ensure that responThis is required to ensure that responThis is required to ensure that respondents are able todents are able todents are able todents are able to    understand the understand the understand the understand the 

questions. Questions are refined on thequestions. Questions are refined on thequestions. Questions are refined on thequestions. Questions are refined on the    basis of willingness and capabilities of basis of willingness and capabilities of basis of willingness and capabilities of basis of willingness and capabilities of 

the respondents. The ability to respond depends on variety of factors such as the respondents. The ability to respond depends on variety of factors such as the respondents. The ability to respond depends on variety of factors such as the respondents. The ability to respond depends on variety of factors such as 

the respondent may not have sufficient knowledge for the particular question the respondent may not have sufficient knowledge for the particular question the respondent may not have sufficient knowledge for the particular question the respondent may not have sufficient knowledge for the particular question 

or is not familiar with the subject of research. This hamperor is not familiar with the subject of research. This hamperor is not familiar with the subject of research. This hamperor is not familiar with the subject of research. This hampers the ability to s the ability to s the ability to s the ability to 

answer various questions. Hence, the researcher must establish that the answer various questions. Hence, the researcher must establish that the answer various questions. Hence, the researcher must establish that the answer various questions. Hence, the researcher must establish that the 
respondents have familiarly with the research topic. respondents have familiarly with the research topic. respondents have familiarly with the research topic. respondents have familiarly with the research topic. Example:Example:Example:Example:    A hA hA hA healthcare ealthcare ealthcare ealthcare 

organizationorganizationorganizationorganization    wants wants wants wants learn aboutlearn aboutlearn aboutlearn about    the the the the behaviorbehaviorbehaviorbehavior    of alcoholics. Hence, the first of alcoholics. Hence, the first of alcoholics. Hence, the first of alcoholics. Hence, the first 

question should question should question should question should be "Do you be "Do you be "Do you be "Do you consume alcohol?” consume alcohol?” consume alcohol?” consume alcohol?” This will ensure that onlyThis will ensure that onlyThis will ensure that onlyThis will ensure that only    relevant relevant relevant relevant 

respondent fills the questionnaire.respondent fills the questionnaire.respondent fills the questionnaire.respondent fills the questionnaire.        

    

Most of the time respondents are not able to answer few questions because Most of the time respondents are not able to answer few questions because Most of the time respondents are not able to answer few questions because Most of the time respondents are not able to answer few questions because 

they cannot recollect the answers. Hence, questions must refined in a mannthey cannot recollect the answers. Hence, questions must refined in a mannthey cannot recollect the answers. Hence, questions must refined in a mannthey cannot recollect the answers. Hence, questions must refined in a manner er er er 

ththththat helps in at helps in at helps in at helps in memorizingmemorizingmemorizingmemorizing    particular events. e.g. "How many times do you use particular events. e.g. "How many times do you use particular events. e.g. "How many times do you use particular events. e.g. "How many times do you use 

debit card"? This question is difficult to answer. debit card"? This question is difficult to answer. debit card"? This question is difficult to answer. debit card"? This question is difficult to answer. HoweverHoweverHoweverHowever    if the questionnaire if the questionnaire if the questionnaire if the questionnaire 
specifies a time limit, especifies a time limit, especifies a time limit, especifies a time limit, e....g. in a month or week, then it will assist the g. in a month or week, then it will assist the g. in a month or week, then it will assist the g. in a month or week, then it will assist the 

respondents. Often. respondents. Often. respondents. Often. respondents. Often. ----    RespondRespondRespondRespondentsentsentsents    feel that the questions feel that the questions feel that the questions feel that the questions are inappropriateare inappropriateare inappropriateare inappropriate    

and they may also hesitate in providing personal and they may also hesitate in providing personal and they may also hesitate in providing personal and they may also hesitate in providing personal information’sinformation’sinformation’sinformation’s    like religious like religious like religious like religious 

beliefs or salary. Hence, the interviewer must ensure that a concrete reason beliefs or salary. Hence, the interviewer must ensure that a concrete reason beliefs or salary. Hence, the interviewer must ensure that a concrete reason beliefs or salary. Hence, the interviewer must ensure that a concrete reason 

is defined is defined is defined is defined along withalong withalong withalong with    the questions which communicatiothe questions which communicatiothe questions which communicatiothe questions which communication the purpose of n the purpose of n the purpose of n the purpose of 

question to a respondent. One must keep these questions at the end.question to a respondent. One must keep these questions at the end.question to a respondent. One must keep these questions at the end.question to a respondent. One must keep these questions at the end.    

    
 

It is a crucial step which identifies how the responses will be collected. Form It is a crucial step which identifies how the responses will be collected. Form It is a crucial step which identifies how the responses will be collected. Form It is a crucial step which identifies how the responses will be collected. Form 

of responses are classified into unstructured and structured questionnaires. of responses are classified into unstructured and structured questionnaires. of responses are classified into unstructured and structured questionnaires. of responses are classified into unstructured and structured questionnaires. 

These arThese arThese arThese areeee....    
    

::::    These are close ended and have preThese are close ended and have preThese are close ended and have preThese are close ended and have pre----defined set of defined set of defined set of defined set of 

answers. The quanswers. The quanswers. The quanswers. The questiestiestiestions have ons have ons have ons have standardizedstandardizedstandardizedstandardized    response. Theresponse. Theresponse. Theresponse. The    help in help in help in help in formalizationformalizationformalizationformalization    

of answers. They also help the respondents in giving answer. of answers. They also help the respondents in giving answer. of answers. They also help the respondents in giving answer. of answers. They also help the respondents in giving answer.     
Structured questionnaire are divided intoStructured questionnaire are divided intoStructured questionnaire are divided intoStructured questionnaire are divided into    

 

::::    These are the questions where the answers have two These are the questions where the answers have two These are the questions where the answers have two These are the questions where the answers have two 

alternatives. They are generally "Yes or No. They are also used to refine or alternatives. They are generally "Yes or No. They are also used to refine or alternatives. They are generally "Yes or No. They are also used to refine or alternatives. They are generally "Yes or No. They are also used to refine or 

filter the respondents in the beginning of the questionnaire, sometimes they filter the respondents in the beginning of the questionnaire, sometimes they filter the respondents in the beginning of the questionnaire, sometimes they filter the respondents in the beginning of the questionnaire, sometimes they 

also include another response such as also include another response such as also include another response such as also include another response such as don’tdon’tdon’tdon’t    know wknow wknow wknow which gives a neutral answerhich gives a neutral answerhich gives a neutral answerhich gives a neutral answer....    

Example Example Example Example ““““Do you think artificial intelligence can dominate human?"Do you think artificial intelligence can dominate human?"Do you think artificial intelligence can dominate human?"Do you think artificial intelligence can dominate human?"    

* YesYesYesYes                                                                            

* NoNoNoNo                                                                                                                    
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* Don't knowDon't knowDon't knowDon't know    

    
::::    Here, questions provides more information as Here, questions provides more information as Here, questions provides more information as Here, questions provides more information as 

compared to dichotomous questions because they collect information in deep. compared to dichotomous questions because they collect information in deep. compared to dichotomous questions because they collect information in deep. compared to dichotomous questions because they collect information in deep. 

Here, the respondents are provided with various options to choose from, eHere, the respondents are provided with various options to choose from, eHere, the respondents are provided with various options to choose from, eHere, the respondents are provided with various options to choose from, e....g. g. g. g. 

"Do you think artificial intelligence can dominate human?"Do you think artificial intelligence can dominate human?"Do you think artificial intelligence can dominate human?"Do you think artificial intelligence can dominate human?    

* DefinitelyDefinitelyDefinitelyDefinitely                                                                                                

* Definitely notDefinitely notDefinitely notDefinitely not    

* ProbablyProbablyProbablyProbably                        

* Don't know              Don't know              Don't know              Don't know                                          

    

::::    Here, the respondents are provided with a scale and the value Here, the respondents are provided with a scale and the value Here, the respondents are provided with a scale and the value Here, the respondents are provided with a scale and the value 

is to be selected from it. Measurement scales can beis to be selected from it. Measurement scales can beis to be selected from it. Measurement scales can beis to be selected from it. Measurement scales can be    

* Nominal ScaleNominal ScaleNominal ScaleNominal Scale    Where it helps in identifying characteristics, such as gender Where it helps in identifying characteristics, such as gender Where it helps in identifying characteristics, such as gender Where it helps in identifying characteristics, such as gender 

or religion.or religion.or religion.or religion.    

* Ordinal ScaleOrdinal ScaleOrdinal ScaleOrdinal Scale    thethethethe    two values can be distinguished as bigger value or smaller two values can be distinguished as bigger value or smaller two values can be distinguished as bigger value or smaller two values can be distinguished as bigger value or smaller 

value. Thus, the data can be ranked or presented in an order.value. Thus, the data can be ranked or presented in an order.value. Thus, the data can be ranked or presented in an order.value. Thus, the data can be ranked or presented in an order.    ExampleExampleExampleExample    

Giving ranks on the basis of prefGiving ranks on the basis of prefGiving ranks on the basis of prefGiving ranks on the basis of preference.erence.erence.erence.    

* Interval ScaInterval ScaInterval ScaInterval Scalelelele    They provided both attributes of order scale and nominal. They provided both attributes of order scale and nominal. They provided both attributes of order scale and nominal. They provided both attributes of order scale and nominal. 

There are equal difference between two intervals and the difference There are equal difference between two intervals and the difference There are equal difference between two intervals and the difference There are equal difference between two intervals and the difference 

between two values given significance result. between two values given significance result. between two values given significance result. between two values given significance result. ExampleExampleExampleExample    Rate the level of Rate the level of Rate the level of Rate the level of 

job satisfaction on a scale ofjob satisfaction on a scale ofjob satisfaction on a scale ofjob satisfaction on a scale of    1111    totototo    5, where 15, where 15, where 15, where 1    mean completely unsatmean completely unsatmean completely unsatmean completely unsatisfied isfied isfied isfied 

and 5 means fuand 5 means fuand 5 means fuand 5 means fully satisfied.lly satisfied.lly satisfied.lly satisfied.    

* Ratio ScaleRatio ScaleRatio ScaleRatio Scale    thethethethe    values are capable of being represented AS a ratio. They values are capable of being represented AS a ratio. They values are capable of being represented AS a ratio. They values are capable of being represented AS a ratio. They 

also comprise of a true zero value and mathematicalso comprise of a true zero value and mathematicalso comprise of a true zero value and mathematicalso comprise of a true zero value and mathematical al al al operations can be operations can be operations can be operations can be 

performed exampleperformed exampleperformed exampleperformed example    thethethethe    height of person is 15height of person is 15height of person is 15height of person is 150 cm while for person B it 0 cm while for person B it 0 cm while for person B it 0 cm while for person B it 

is 170 is 170 is 170 is 170 cm. cm. cm. cm. Here the height has impoHere the height has impoHere the height has impoHere the height has importance alone with the ratio of the rtance alone with the ratio of the rtance alone with the ratio of the rtance alone with the ratio of the 

twtwtwtwoooo    heights has is also heights has is also heights has is also heights has is also     importantimportantimportantimportant    

 

: : : : These questions do not give any option or preThese questions do not give any option or preThese questions do not give any option or preThese questions do not give any option or pre----

defined value to the customers. These questions provides order, choices defined value to the customers. These questions provides order, choices defined value to the customers. These questions provides order, choices defined value to the customers. These questions provides order, choices 

to the respondents and there is no forced choice. However, the drawback to the respondents and there is no forced choice. However, the drawback to the respondents and there is no forced choice. However, the drawback to the respondents and there is no forced choice. However, the drawback 

is that it does help in getting standard and is that it does help in getting standard and is that it does help in getting standard and is that it does help in getting standard and formalizedformalizedformalizedformalized    results beresults beresults beresults because cause cause cause 

each respondent may give unique answers. These questions are generally each respondent may give unique answers. These questions are generally each respondent may give unique answers. These questions are generally each respondent may give unique answers. These questions are generally 

done in exploratory researches where the researches wants to explore and done in exploratory researches where the researches wants to explore and done in exploratory researches where the researches wants to explore and done in exploratory researches where the researches wants to explore and 

probe into various aspects of a research problem.probe into various aspects of a research problem.probe into various aspects of a research problem.probe into various aspects of a research problem.    
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The words should be siThe words should be siThe words should be siThe words should be simple. The questions must be easy to understand. Also mple. The questions must be easy to understand. Also mple. The questions must be easy to understand. Also mple. The questions must be easy to understand. Also 

long sentences must be avoided. So long sentences must be avoided. So long sentences must be avoided. So long sentences must be avoided. So that the respondent comprehends that the respondent comprehends that the respondent comprehends that the respondent comprehends the the the the 

requirementrequirementrequirementrequirement    ofofofof    the query. In order to acquire accurate response, the questions the query. In order to acquire accurate response, the questions the query. In order to acquire accurate response, the questions the query. In order to acquire accurate response, the questions 

must be kept short in length, simple words must be usedmust be kept short in length, simple words must be usedmust be kept short in length, simple words must be usedmust be kept short in length, simple words must be used    

Some of the techniques of selection of appropriate words an presented below Some of the techniques of selection of appropriate words an presented below Some of the techniques of selection of appropriate words an presented below Some of the techniques of selection of appropriate words an presented below     
Simple Words Only conversSimple Words Only conversSimple Words Only conversSimple Words Only conversational language words must ational language words must ational language words must ational language words must be usbe usbe usbe usedededed. Researchers . Researchers . Researchers . Researchers 
must avoid technical jargons must avoid technical jargons must avoid technical jargons must avoid technical jargons along withalong withalong withalong with    acronyms.acronyms.acronyms.acronyms.    eeee.g. "Which of the following .g. "Which of the following .g. "Which of the following .g. "Which of the following 

reasons lead to high labourreasons lead to high labourreasons lead to high labourreasons lead to high labour    attrition rate in the office?" attrition rate in the office?" attrition rate in the office?" attrition rate in the office?" Should be replaced Should be replaced Should be replaced Should be replaced 

with “with “with “with “Why do employees leave the company?"Why do employees leave the company?"Why do employees leave the company?"Why do employees leave the company?"    

    

::::    Words Researchers must avoid words that various meanings and Words Researchers must avoid words that various meanings and Words Researchers must avoid words that various meanings and Words Researchers must avoid words that various meanings and 

may lead to confusions. Often respondents interpret themay lead to confusions. Often respondents interpret themay lead to confusions. Often respondents interpret themay lead to confusions. Often respondents interpret the    words and meaning words and meaning words and meaning words and meaning 

as per theiras per theiras per theiras per their    judgmentjudgmentjudgmentjudgment. . . . E.E.E.E.g. "How often do you repair g. "How often do you repair g. "How often do you repair g. "How often do you repair youryouryouryour    car?"car?"car?"car?"    is an ambiguous is an ambiguous is an ambiguous is an ambiguous 

question because some people will interpquestion because some people will interpquestion because some people will interpquestion because some people will interpret it as how often do they themselvret it as how often do they themselvret it as how often do they themselvret it as how often do they themselves es es es 

fix the car, while others willfix the car, while others willfix the car, while others willfix the car, while others will    interpret it as how often do they get it repaired. interpret it as how often do they get it repaired. interpret it as how often do they get it repaired. interpret it as how often do they get it repaired. 
Hence such ambiguous sentences must be correctedHence such ambiguous sentences must be correctedHence such ambiguous sentences must be correctedHence such ambiguous sentences must be corrected....    

    

::::    Questions Questions Questions Questions sometimessometimessometimessometimes    the words lead the answer of the respondent. the words lead the answer of the respondent. the words lead the answer of the respondent. the words lead the answer of the respondent. 

ResearcheResearcheResearcheResearcher must establish that the queries are not biased. Leading questions r must establish that the queries are not biased. Leading questions r must establish that the queries are not biased. Leading questions r must establish that the queries are not biased. Leading questions 

are the ones which imply a definite response. When the are the ones which imply a definite response. When the are the ones which imply a definite response. When the are the ones which imply a definite response. When the questions are biasedquestions are biasedquestions are biasedquestions are biased    

then they lead to responses that are not precise. then they lead to responses that are not precise. then they lead to responses that are not precise. then they lead to responses that are not precise. ExampleExampleExampleExample    "Gal has gifted life "Gal has gifted life "Gal has gifted life "Gal has gifted life 

to people and humans must treat ito people and humans must treat ito people and humans must treat ito people and humans must treat it as a t as a t as a t as a gotgotgotgot    Do you think gDo you think gDo you think gDo you think giving death penalty iving death penalty iving death penalty iving death penalty 

to to to to prisoners justifiableprisoners justifiableprisoners justifiableprisoners justifiable?" Here, the questions itself alters the ?" Here, the questions itself alters the ?" Here, the questions itself alters the ?" Here, the questions itself alters the judgmentjudgmentjudgmentjudgment    of the of the of the of the 

respondentrespondentrespondentrespondent....    

    
::::    The assumptions of the research should be clearly reflected The assumptions of the research should be clearly reflected The assumptions of the research should be clearly reflected The assumptions of the research should be clearly reflected 

in the queries. No alternative should have implicit or hidden connotation. in the queries. No alternative should have implicit or hidden connotation. in the queries. No alternative should have implicit or hidden connotation. in the queries. No alternative should have implicit or hidden connotation. ExampleExampleExampleExample    

Do you prefer cooking food? There is an implied assumption that the Do you prefer cooking food? There is an implied assumption that the Do you prefer cooking food? There is an implied assumption that the Do you prefer cooking food? There is an implied assumption that the 

respondent knows that preference of cooking respondent knows that preference of cooking respondent knows that preference of cooking respondent knows that preference of cooking is being asked over ordering it is being asked over ordering it is being asked over ordering it is being asked over ordering it 

from restaurant. Thus, the question shouldfrom restaurant. Thus, the question shouldfrom restaurant. Thus, the question shouldfrom restaurant. Thus, the question should    be which option do you prefer? be which option do you prefer? be which option do you prefer? be which option do you prefer?     

    (a)(a)(a)(a)………    cooking cooking cooking cooking                             (b)(b)(b)(b)………ordering from restaurant ordering from restaurant ordering from restaurant ordering from restaurant     

    

Hence,Hence,Hence,Hence,    no implied assumption must be made.no implied assumption must be made.no implied assumption must be made.no implied assumption must be made.    

    

::::    Questions When a single question trig to get multiple data Questions When a single question trig to get multiple data Questions When a single question trig to get multiple data Questions When a single question trig to get multiple data 

from one single question, then they are known as double barreled questions. from one single question, then they are known as double barreled questions. from one single question, then they are known as double barreled questions. from one single question, then they are known as double barreled questions.     

This lead to questioning lot of information all at once. This lead to questioning lot of information all at once. This lead to questioning lot of information all at once. This lead to questioning lot of information all at once. e.e.e.e.g. "Do you like the g. "Do you like the g. "Do you like the g. "Do you like the 

sound and camera of this phone?" insteadsound and camera of this phone?" insteadsound and camera of this phone?" insteadsound and camera of this phone?" instead, there should be two questions "Do , there should be two questions "Do , there should be two questions "Do , there should be two questions "Do 

you like the sound?" and "Do you like the camera of this phone?"you like the sound?" and "Do you like the camera of this phone?"you like the sound?" and "Do you like the camera of this phone?"you like the sound?" and "Do you like the camera of this phone?"    
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It is an important step to order the questions. This is because an improper It is an important step to order the questions. This is because an improper It is an important step to order the questions. This is because an improper It is an important step to order the questions. This is because an improper 

flow of questions can demotivate the respondent that flow of questions can demotivate the respondent that flow of questions can demotivate the respondent that flow of questions can demotivate the respondent that they may not answer they may not answer they may not answer they may not answer 

the questionnaire at all. There must be an opening statement which muthe questionnaire at all. There must be an opening statement which muthe questionnaire at all. There must be an opening statement which muthe questionnaire at all. There must be an opening statement which musssst t t t 

emphasizeemphasizeemphasizeemphasize    the intent of the questionnaire. Respondent should know in advance the intent of the questionnaire. Respondent should know in advance the intent of the questionnaire. Respondent should know in advance the intent of the questionnaire. Respondent should know in advance 

what is required from them. This helps them in deciding whether they want what is required from them. This helps them in deciding whether they want what is required from them. This helps them in deciding whether they want what is required from them. This helps them in deciding whether they want 

to answer theto answer theto answer theto answer the    questions or not.questions or not.questions or not.questions or not.        
    

There must be filter questions in the beginning in order to There must be filter questions in the beginning in order to There must be filter questions in the beginning in order to There must be filter questions in the beginning in order to kkkknow whether the now whether the now whether the now whether the 

respondents are familiar with the topic. Itrespondents are familiar with the topic. Itrespondents are familiar with the topic. Itrespondents are familiar with the topic. It    should be nonshould be nonshould be nonshould be non----threateningthreateningthreateningthreatening    and easy.and easy.and easy.and easy.    

Then eThen eThen eThen easy and interesting questions must be asked first to encourage the asy and interesting questions must be asked first to encourage the asy and interesting questions must be asked first to encourage the asy and interesting questions must be asked first to encourage the 

resporesporesporespondendendendents to answer the questionnaire. nts to answer the questionnaire. nts to answer the questionnaire. nts to answer the questionnaire. Unpleasant and complex questions Unpleasant and complex questions Unpleasant and complex questions Unpleasant and complex questions 

must be kept in later section of the questionnaire. Funnel approach must be must be kept in later section of the questionnaire. Funnel approach must be must be kept in later section of the questionnaire. Funnel approach must be must be kept in later section of the questionnaire. Funnel approach must be 

incorporated while buiincorporated while buiincorporated while buiincorporated while building the questionnaires. Here,lding the questionnaires. Here,lding the questionnaires. Here,lding the questionnaires. Here,    broabroabroabroader quder quder quder questions are placed estions are placed estions are placed estions are placed 

first in the efirst in the efirst in the efirst in the end nd nd nd narrower questions must be placed at the end. Similarly, narrower questions must be placed at the end. Similarly, narrower questions must be placed at the end. Similarly, narrower questions must be placed at the end. Similarly, 

sensitive Information must be placed at the end.sensitive Information must be placed at the end.sensitive Information must be placed at the end.sensitive Information must be placed at the end.    
    

Questions depicting names and contact details must be placed at least. The Questions depicting names and contact details must be placed at least. The Questions depicting names and contact details must be placed at least. The Questions depicting names and contact details must be placed at least. The 

respondents must get tired by filling the respondents must get tired by filling the respondents must get tired by filling the respondents must get tired by filling the questionnairesquestionnairesquestionnairesquestionnaires    

    

 

The layout must be planned so tThe layout must be planned so tThe layout must be planned so tThe layout must be planned so that respondents find it convenient hat respondents find it convenient hat respondents find it convenient hat respondents find it convenient to answer. to answer. to answer. to answer. 

The number of questions must be kept to minimum. There should be specific The number of questions must be kept to minimum. There should be specific The number of questions must be kept to minimum. There should be specific The number of questions must be kept to minimum. There should be specific 

sections in the questionnaire and colour coding must be done, sections in the questionnaire and colour coding must be done, sections in the questionnaire and colour coding must be done, sections in the questionnaire and colour coding must be done, so that if the so that if the so that if the so that if the 

indivindivindivindividualsidualsidualsiduals    want to skip certain type of questions, then they can skip to want to skip certain type of questions, then they can skip to want to skip certain type of questions, then they can skip to want to skip certain type of questions, then they can skip to 

another another another another colorcolorcolorcolor    code. Proper photocopies must be code. Proper photocopies must be code. Proper photocopies must be code. Proper photocopies must be done and questionnaires must done and questionnaires must done and questionnaires must done and questionnaires must 

be be be be produced in clear printproduced in clear printproduced in clear printproduced in clear print....    

 

 

It It It It refers to a process of circulating and administering refers to a process of circulating and administering refers to a process of circulating and administering refers to a process of circulating and administering the questionnaires the questionnaires the questionnaires the questionnaires to a to a to a to a 

smaller smaller smaller smaller number of people to learn number of people to learn number of people to learn number of people to learn and removeand removeand removeand remove    any issue in the questionnaires any issue in the questionnaires any issue in the questionnaires any issue in the questionnaires 

withoutwithoutwithoutwithout    coding peavey, a questionnaire must not be circulated in the coding peavey, a questionnaire must not be circulated in the coding peavey, a questionnaire must not be circulated in the coding peavey, a questionnaire must not be circulated in the wider wider wider wider 
sample. sample. sample. sample. Pilot testing helpsPilot testing helpsPilot testing helpsPilot testing helps    in learning about the effort and timein learning about the effort and timein learning about the effort and timein learning about the effort and time    that will be that will be that will be that will be 

requirerequirerequirerequired to collect thed to collect thed to collect thed to collect the    information. Repeated questioninformation. Repeated questioninformation. Repeated questioninformation. Repeated question    can be removedcan be removedcan be removedcan be removed....    

 

 

All the loopholes in the questionnaires that are identified All the loopholes in the questionnaires that are identified All the loopholes in the questionnaires that are identified All the loopholes in the questionnaires that are identified dudududuring the pilot testing ring the pilot testing ring the pilot testing ring the pilot testing 

must be must be must be must be rrrremoved and refined. This ensures emoved and refined. This ensures emoved and refined. This ensures emoved and refined. This ensures that questionnaire will give reliable that questionnaire will give reliable that questionnaire will give reliable that questionnaire will give reliable 

results. Then, the final questionnairresults. Then, the final questionnairresults. Then, the final questionnairresults. Then, the final questionnaire is formulated and circulated.e is formulated and circulated.e is formulated and circulated.e is formulated and circulated.    
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This This This This depicts the middle point of andepicts the middle point of andepicts the middle point of andepicts the middle point of any data distribution. The y data distribution. The y data distribution. The y data distribution. The measures ofmeasures ofmeasures ofmeasures of    central central central central 

tendencytendencytendencytendency    are also known as measures of locationare also known as measures of locationare also known as measures of locationare also known as measures of location. Thus, it represents the . Thus, it represents the . Thus, it represents the . Thus, it represents the 

middle of data set. middle of data set. middle of data set. middle of data set.     

This is This is This is This is depicted bydepicted bydepicted bydepicted by    the following figurethe following figurethe following figurethe following figure    

    
    

There are various measures to calculate the middle point of the data. They help the There are various measures to calculate the middle point of the data. They help the There are various measures to calculate the middle point of the data. They help the There are various measures to calculate the middle point of the data. They help the 

manager in getting an overview about the data by looking at the central figure of manager in getting an overview about the data by looking at the central figure of manager in getting an overview about the data by looking at the central figure of manager in getting an overview about the data by looking at the central figure of 

the data. Central tendency is measured by using various methods that are described the data. Central tendency is measured by using various methods that are described the data. Central tendency is measured by using various methods that are described the data. Central tendency is measured by using various methods that are described 

in the in the in the in the upcoming sections. They generally comprise of mean, mode, median and others.upcoming sections. They generally comprise of mean, mode, median and others.upcoming sections. They generally comprise of mean, mode, median and others.upcoming sections. They generally comprise of mean, mode, median and others.    
These are as follow These are as follow These are as follow These are as follow     

    

It is a key of central tendency of measure which is also known as average. It is It is a key of central tendency of measure which is also known as average. It is It is a key of central tendency of measure which is also known as average. It is It is a key of central tendency of measure which is also known as average. It is 

calculated by the following formulacalculated by the following formulacalculated by the following formulacalculated by the following formula    

Arithmetic Mean Arithmetic Mean Arithmetic Mean Arithmetic Mean � ��� �� �	
�	��	���.�� ��	
�	��	�     
It is denoted by It is denoted by It is denoted by It is denoted by ��� ����,    when itwhen itwhen itwhen it    is calculated for samples and is calculated for samples and is calculated for samples and is calculated for samples and �    (read as mu) (read as mu) (read as mu) (read as mu) 

when it is calculated for population. when it is calculated for population. when it is calculated for population. when it is calculated for population.     

    

Data can be a grouped or ungrouped data. Thus, the formulae for AM is different Data can be a grouped or ungrouped data. Thus, the formulae for AM is different Data can be a grouped or ungrouped data. Thus, the formulae for AM is different Data can be a grouped or ungrouped data. Thus, the formulae for AM is different 

under both conditions. under both conditions. under both conditions. under both conditions. TheseTheseTheseThese    are explained beloware explained beloware explained beloware explained below    
 

Here, the data is not Here, the data is not Here, the data is not Here, the data is not categorizedcategorizedcategorizedcategorized    in various classes. Thein various classes. Thein various classes. Thein various classes. The    standard formula is used standard formula is used standard formula is used standard formula is used 

for calculating meanfor calculating meanfor calculating meanfor calculating mean....    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample:::: The frequency of failure of light bulb is 2,The frequency of failure of light bulb is 2,The frequency of failure of light bulb is 2,The frequency of failure of light bulb is 2,    4, 54, 54, 54, 5, 2, 2, 2, 2,,,,    3, 23, 23, 23, 2    Calculate the Calculate the Calculate the Calculate the 

arithmetic meanarithmetic meanarithmetic meanarithmetic mean    
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SolutionSolutionSolutionSolution ��  � ∑ ��
�

� ! " �   #   $
% � 3 

Thus, the on an average 3 light bulbs failThus, the on an average 3 light bulbs failThus, the on an average 3 light bulbs failThus, the on an average 3 light bulbs fail....    
 

Here, the data is presented in groups. Each value forms part of a class. There are Here, the data is presented in groups. Each value forms part of a class. There are Here, the data is presented in groups. Each value forms part of a class. There are Here, the data is presented in groups. Each value forms part of a class. There are 

various forms of classes. One is inclusive class where upper limit and the lower limit various forms of classes. One is inclusive class where upper limit and the lower limit various forms of classes. One is inclusive class where upper limit and the lower limit various forms of classes. One is inclusive class where upper limit and the lower limit 

are included, in of inclusive class is 44are included, in of inclusive class is 44are included, in of inclusive class is 44are included, in of inclusive class is 44----48, 4948, 4948, 4948, 49----53, 5453, 5453, 5453, 54----58, here the interval comprise58, here the interval comprise58, here the interval comprise58, here the interval comprises s s s 

of values upto the upper class limit and upper limit is a part of this group another of values upto the upper class limit and upper limit is a part of this group another of values upto the upper class limit and upper limit is a part of this group another of values upto the upper class limit and upper limit is a part of this group another 

is exclusive class. Here, the upper limit of the class is excluded from the class. is exclusive class. Here, the upper limit of the class is excluded from the class. is exclusive class. Here, the upper limit of the class is excluded from the class. is exclusive class. Here, the upper limit of the class is excluded from the class. 

eeee....gggg.  '( ) *+, *+ ) *(, *( ) ,+, thus here the upper limit is not included while, thus here the upper limit is not included while, thus here the upper limit is not included while, thus here the upper limit is not included while    

calculating the frequency. 53 wilcalculating the frequency. 53 wilcalculating the frequency. 53 wilcalculating the frequency. 53 will be considered as a part of l be considered as a part of l be considered as a part of l be considered as a part of 2222ndndndnd    classclassclassclass    and not 1and not 1and not 1and not 1stststst        

class. class. class. class.     

    

The arithmetic mean is calculated under group data by using the following formulaThe arithmetic mean is calculated under group data by using the following formulaThe arithmetic mean is calculated under group data by using the following formulaThe arithmetic mean is calculated under group data by using the following formula....    

- � ∑�. / 0�
1  

Where,Where,Where,Where,    

     ∑ � Summation 
     X � Sample mean 
                    > �Midpoint for each classMidpoint for each classMidpoint for each classMidpoint for each class    

    ? �    Number of observation in sample.Number of observation in sample.Number of observation in sample.Number of observation in sample.    

    

Example: Example: Example: Example: ---- Following is the balance in the bank account of 600 members.Following is the balance in the bank account of 600 members.Following is the balance in the bank account of 600 members.Following is the balance in the bank account of 600 members. 

Amount(Amount(Amount(Amount(₹))))    FrequencyFrequencyFrequencyFrequency    

50505050----99.9999.9999.9999.99    123123123123    

100100100100----149.99149.99149.99149.99    187187187187    

150150150150----199.99199.99199.99199.99    82828282    

200200200200----249.99249.99249.99249.99    51515151    

250250250250----299.99299.99299.99299.99    47474747    
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